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Introduction

Cadaveric-based practical teaching remains a key pedagogy in anatomy education [1,2]. However, congested medical curricula and trends showing increases in transactional distances have resulted in a documented reduction in cadaveric contact time [3,4,5].

Prior to the challenges imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic, our anatomy practical sessions entailed eight to 10 students per donor station, rotating between digital learning, anatomical models/osteology specimen and cadaveric learning activities for three hours [6]. To maintain cadaveric participation in the dissection theatre (DT) while adhering to social distancing guidelines, a transition to pair-learning (PL) was implemented. This mode of delivery allowed two students to spend one hour per week in the DT and all digital learning elements were transferred to the virtual learning platform (VLE) Blackboard as pre- and post-practical learning activities.

The effectiveness of very small group anatomy practical sessions from the student’s perspective is unclear.

This study describes student perception of PL in response to distancing guidelines and emphasizes the importance of gauging students’ preferences to optimize satisfaction and learning output when pivoting to blended learning strategies in anatomy education.

Materials and Methods

The study sought to quantify medical student opinion of PL for cadaveric thorax, abdomen, and pelvis anatomy practicals at our institution, Trinity College Dublin (TCD).

The implementation of PL for TAP practical curriculum

- Pre-Prac: Acland’s Video Atlas of Human Anatomy [7] + pre-practical guide listing session aims and objectives + list of structures to identify during session
- In-Prac: 1 hour in DT (in pairs) with dissected donor body + osteology specimen/ plastic models + 1 demonstrator per 6 students
- Post-Prac: Self-test PowerPoint presentation + label diagrams + review radiological images + relate anatomy to clinically relevant scenarios

Voluntary completion of anonymized, self-administered online questionnaire

Questionnaire

- Asked students to what extent they agreed with a series of statements relating to the delivery of the TAP practical curriculum and their attitude towards PL using a 5 point Likert scale
- Asked whether anatomical structures were seen or missed during practical sessions
- Space provided for supplementary thoughts and opinions - examined using thematic analysis

Results

Figure 1

Results to questionnaire items. Graphs showing the distribution of preferences (indicated by the bars) for a particular answer regarding (A) learning preferences; and (B) time reduction and feelings of connection.

- “So much hands-on experience that we wouldn’t get in bigger groups. Definitely worth sacrificing the extra hour. Quality over quantity” - First year medical student
- “I thought the pair-based learning was extremely useful, the only part that was not ideal was that we were only able to use one donor and so couldn’t really see any variations” - First year medical student
- “Even though there was just one hour of lab time per week, that fact that there were just two of us meant that there was more than enough time to see what we needed to see each week” - First year medical student

Figure 2

Responses to seen or missed anatomical structures

Conclusion

We have detailed the process of integrating PL into the TAP practical curriculum for first year undergraduate medical students at TCD. Student opinion of PL in anatomy was positive. It varied whether students saw or missed small anatomical structures during the one-hour sessions. Thematic analysis indicated that more opportunities to experience anatomical variation would have been beneficial.
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